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General Education Requirements are those areas of learning which are deemed to be the common experience of all educated persons,
including subject matter from the humanities, mathematics and the sciences, and the social sciences.
General education requirements and other course hours must be equal to or more than 60 (Required: Semester credit hours; Grade C or
above) . Thirty six (36) of these hours must be in general education as described below. Note that courses within the area of
concentration of the subject matter of the program shall not be considered general education courses. Also, remedial courses do not
count as college-level coursework. The remaining 24 hours can be in any other field of study as long as they are not remedial.
General Education (required at least 36 credits, at least one course from each section)

Humanities

Math and Sciences

Courses including, but not limited to: biology,
chemistry, physics, geology, anatomy &
Courses including, but not limited to:
physiology, ecology, environmental science,
literature, philosophy, logic, ethics,
oceanography, astronomy, information
religion, foreign languages, art, music,
systems, and digital literacy, intro to
theatre appreciation, and
computers, scientific reasoning, and
communications (including rhetoric,
mathematics theory/analysis (including
compostion, information literacy and
algebra, trigonometry, geometry, calculus,
speech; but excluding business
and other advanced mathematics courses;
communications and business writing).
but excluding business mathematics and
basic computations).

total:

0

Number of General Ed hours:
Number of other hours:
Total Hours:

total:
0
0
0

Social Sciences

Other Courses

Courses including, but not limited to:
history economics, political science,
government, georgraphy, sociology,
anthropology, cultrual diversity, social
responsibility, world religions, global
awareness, and general psychology (but
excluding courses such as practical
psychology, selling techniques and
social or business behavior).

Courses accepted in this column can be
from any field as long as they are not
remedial. They must equal 24 hours (or
sufficient to bring the total to 60).

0
(Req: ≥ 36 credits)

total:

total:

0

0

Cum GPA:

(Req: ≥ 60 credits)
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Colleges and Universities Evaluated:

